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Specifications
Rainbar Mirror Rinse  1GPM @40PSI per Manifold

Mirror Blaster Specify 3.5, 4, or 4.5GPM Turbo Nozzles

Fixed Mirror Rinse  1GPM @40PSI per Manifold

Two Zero-degree, 1/4in spray nozzles 
mounted on center tee fitting. 

16 Zero-degree, 1/8in spray nozzles 
mounted on four swivel t-bars.

Material ID: MIRROR_RINSE

Description Price

Mirror Blaster, Octopus PS and DS Pendulum $2,327.00

Octopus Mirror Blaster

Mirror Blasters & Rinse
Sonny’s Octopus Mirror Blaster spins the nozzles at an adjustable speed in a wide spray pattern to get water deep into  
mirrors on a complete range of vehicle sizes. The water penetration effectively removes detergent from behind the mirror.

Features
 � Eliminate customer-displeasing “mirror drool.” Nine nozzles per side 
completely flush residual detergent from mirror housing.

 � Reliable high-speed swivels increase mirror coverage with fully adjustable 
driver and passenger manifolds.

 � Includes bolt-on brackets that easily mount manifolds to an existing arch 
or Pendulum Wheel Washer arm when applicable.
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Water Specs  Each Manifold 1GPM @40PSI

Water Specs  Specify 3.5, 4 or 4.5GPM on your Turbo Nozzles

Rainbar Mirror Rinse 
Sonny’s Rainbar Mirror Rinse is a 1 foot adjustable rain 
bar that can apply high-pressure water to remove soap 
behind mirrors or spot-free water to ensure mirrors 
come out clean and spot-free. 

Easily attaches to an existing arch frame with included 
adjustable bracket.

No moving parts ensures long life and no maintenance. 
Features two stainless steel manifolds with a precision, 
laser-drilled hole pattern that evenly directs flow to the 
vehicle’s mirrors.

Description Price

Rainbar Mirror Rinse $813.00

Mirror Blaster
Blasts detergent residue behind mirrors resulting 
in foam-free mirrors, better drying, and increased 
customer satisfaction. 

Easily attaches to an existing arch frame with included 
bracket. Swivel joint provides complete adjustability 
to aim manifold according to vehicle size and type. 
Includes six turbo nozzles on adjustable swivels with 
precision ceramic orifice and matching seat.

Description Price

Mirror Blaster $1,380.00

Fixed Mirror Rinse
Precise water control to rinse a broad range of mirrors. 
Easily attaches to an existing arch frame with included 
adjustable bracket.

Swivel joint provides complete adjustability to aim 
manifold according to vehicle size and type. Includes six 
1/4in brass flat fan nozzles with adjustable swivels that 
rinse detergent from mirrors.

Description Price

Fixed Mirror Rinse $1,012.00

Material ID: MIRROR_RINSE

Material ID: MIRROR_RINSE

Material ID: MIRROR_RINSE

Water Specs  Each Manifold 1GPM @40PSI


